
Three Musketeers jump

2nd draft

Welcome to Europe as written by Dumas, I hope you are prepared for 
intrigue, violence, and ridiculously complicated woman's fashion.  It is now the 
vernal equinox of the year 1623, and forces are stirring in England, France, and 
Spain that will make things interesting for at least the next ten years unless you 
brought your own army.  Here, take this purse and establish yourself -

you have gained 1000 cp.



Age/gender: You enter the world at 15 + d8  years of age, and a gender you 
brought with you, unless you feel like paying 100 cp to choose for yourself?

Origin:
Drop-in : After your last jump ends the portal opens up in mid air above a 

river appropriate to your starting location. The fall isn't long enough to injure you, 
but being able to swim will be useful unless there is a friendly boatman nearby. 

-free

Musketeer : Whether you serve the King of France, Cardinal Richelieu, or a 
neighboring monarch, you enter the world with at least an honorable family line, 
and the tools and training to commit violence on any who irritate you. Includes 
one rapier, a mantle in the colors of your lord, and the ability to shoot black 
powder weaponry with enough speed and accuracy to make you an average soldier
of the period.

-50 cp

Clergy : You are a servant of the Church, or at least that's what you tell 
people to avoid paying for things. Whatever that state of your faith, the Church of 
this time period is highly political so a sharp mind is even more useful to you than 
a sharp blade.

-50 cp

Courtier : You are one of the nobles either with enough wealth or self-
importance that you find the best use of your time is to stay in the capital and take 
part in the maneuvering around the King.  Although much of the time is spent in 
gossip and showing off to the other courtiers, you also have the opportunity to 
contribute to politics that might elevate your nation or make you even wealthier.

-150 cp

Servant : You come from the ranks of the poor and frequently unwashed 
masses.  Although it is unlikely you will receive any glory yourself, servants are 
everywhere and able to witness the highs and lows of society without most of the 
nobles paying any attention to their presence.  

-50 cp



Starting location: roll d8 or pay 100 cp to choose

1.Paris – Even in this era a lovely city, and home to a great deal of the plot.

2.London – Much like Paris except colder, wetter, and you won't find a 
decent pastry the whole jump unless you bake it.

3.Madrid – welcome to Spain.  Although out of the way of the main plot, 
you should have plenty of opportunity to create political complications or to 
cause trouble before fleeing back to France.

4.The countryside – whether this is your family farm, a pleasant country 
estate, or a lonely inn, you are unlikely to run into the plot here so take some
time to set your own in motion or just start building a place to retreat to 
when necessary.

5.Prison – hopefully you have some political favors or a group of loyal 
friends to get you out of here, you were unjustly imprisoned right?

6.The palace – you awake in the aftermath of a grand celebration, either 
slumped onto a divan with a raging hangover, or curled up next to at least 
one of the other party guests and missing some clothing.

7.A battlefield – not exactly pleasant, but the fighting has stopped at least for
the moment.  Expect to have either a fight or some fast talking very shortly.

8.Free choice of somewhere in Europe



Boons:

100 cp (discount for drop-in) – Funny foreign type People are aware that you don’t
quite fit in around here, but generally wave off your oddities as just the customs of
wherever it is you come from.

100 cp (free for musketeers) – Have at you!  Not just talented with a rapier, it 
seems like a natural part of your arm.  You are easily capable of holding off groups
of lesser swordsman, and if your opponent isn't a named character from the novels 
he can be defeated non-lethally in short order.

100 cp (free for clergy) – Under the Seal  As an ordained member of the Church, 
ordinary citizens will react to you as if you are completely trustworthy, allowing 
you to gain information that they might otherwise hide, and to wield guilt against 
them in order to affect their behavior.

100 cp (free for courtiers) – Privilege  Wherever you go, unless a  person of 
greater rank is present, people will hurry to give you the best of what they have 
just for the honor of your presence.  If you are actually polite in response, or 
bother to pay for things, you will become renowned as a figure of grace and 
generosity.

100 cp (free for servants) – “That isn't a man, that is a servant.”  As long as you 
accompany someone in a position of power, your presence will be ignored 
completely unless you actively make yourself known.  Only other servants will 
pay attention to anything you do, and you will be assumed to be included in 
anything your master arranges.

200 cp (discount for drop-in) – My good friend   J  umper As a stranger to this new 
world any inroads will depend on how well you can make friends. Now even 
casual acquaintances will be more likely to introduce you to their contacts or 
mention you favorably in discussion. What you make of that opportunity is up to 
you.

200 cp (discount for musketeers) – All for one  As a member of an organized 
fighting force, if you become involved in conflict your fellow musketeers will 
come to your aide.  When blades are drawn, between three and fifteen allies will 
emerge from whatever crowd surrounds you in order to even the odds. They will 
remain for the duration of the battle plus carousing afterwards unless killed.



200 cp (discount clergy) – Canon judgment You belong to the Church, and only 
the Church may judge you.  If caught indulging in any impropriety, although civil 
authorities may stop you from whatever it was, they must turn you over to the 
Church rather than imprisoning or punishing you themselves.

200 cp (discount courtiers) – All in the presentation whether you can truly afford 
to or not, you always look the part of a noble.  Your carriage and horses are always
impressive, your collection of well tailored clothes are perfectly fashionable, and 
your servants trained to be both discreet and capable in service to your whims.

200 cp (discount servants) – Anticipation Said to be the hallmark of great servants,
this allows you to always be a step ahead when asked to do something by your 
master.  Clothes will be laid out, reservations made, and food prepared all just as 
the master is ready for them.  

600 cp (discount for drop-in) – Doing a favor Whenever you present a deal or 
opportunity to someone, it will be easy to make things look like they are getting 
the better end of the transaction. If you actually deliver on what you offered them, 
they are likely to feel that they owe you a large favor in return, as well as bragging
to their friends about the deal you helped them pull off.

600 cp (discount musketeers) – Flynn fight choreography This is how you swash-
buckle.  When involved in combat, there are always conveniently placed items to 
throw or kick at your opponents, an array of tables and banisters to dodge over or 
around, or ladders and chandeliers to change the plane of the fight.  Essentially if 
there is a trick used in a movie rapier fight, you can now pull it off with style and 
without pulling a tendon.

600 cp (discount clergy) – All part of the plan Not quite to the level of a Xanatos, 
this allows you to stage multiple plans at the same time so that a loss in one facet 
actually brings you a win somewhere else.  You won't lose track of all the threads 
your pulling, and when you run into opposition it is easy to shift gears and have 
your plans circle around them.

600 cp (discount courtiers) – Brush it off Several generations ago, someone in 
your family impressed the King enough that he rewarded your family with land 
and a title; so you don't actually have to do anything at all.  When something goes 
against you, unless it immediately results in your death or imprisonment for 



treason, you may brush off the loss as no big deal long term.  People will gossip 
about you for a while, but you are still a noble able to buy or schmooze your way 
through high society.

600 cp (discount servants) – Downstairs network servants gossip among each 
other almost as much as courtiers.  You are tapped into this network and are 
therefore able to find out information on anything that has been said or done in 
front of the help with nigh supernatural speed.  The location of key players, what 
indiscretions have taken place, where the Cardinal hides secret documents…  It is 
considered a betrayal to tell your master where your knowledge comes from, but if
you just happen to turn up with what he is looking for that's fine.



Companions:

Servants (1st import free for all backgrounds except drop-in and servant, additional
purchases 50 cp apiece) – receives servant background and 300 cp to spend

Musketeer (100 cp for 1st purchase, 300 cp for eight) – receives the musketeer 
background and 300 cp, musketeers may purchase 3 for 1, tabards of imported 
characters will display your sigil if you are a courtier or clergyman

Clergy (100 cp per purchase, discount for clergy and courtiers) – includes clergy 
background and 300 cp

Courtier (100 cp per purchase) – courtier background and 300 cp

Cannon Companion (100 cp plus special condition)
– Porthos, Athos, Aramis, & d'Artagnan will only leave if surviving 

Musketeers also come
– Milady de Winter requires her trust to be won and the Jumper prove to be 

a challenge
– Cardinal Richelieu must be defeated at a game of intellectual skill, and 

provisions made so that France will not collapase while he is a way



Supplies:

50 cp – trick weapons: blades hidden in the handle of your rapier or sheath, a glass
dagger filled with acid, suspiciously dangerous hat pins, a throwing knife 
produced whenever needed, at least one item pulled out when plot appropriate

50 cp – writ of equipment: a paper authorizing the bearer to withdraw supplies for 
heading out on campaign – two horses, a musket with powder horn and 
ammunition, camping gear, food for one month. Will be honored by armories of 
your faction.

50 cp – promotion within your organization: musketeers rise from soldier to 
lieutenant and then captain, clergy rise from deacon to priest and bishop (likely 
working directly with Richelieu), courtiers rise baronet, baron, viscount, and then 
count (taking a 5th rise to duke would require actually being responsible)

50 cp – The complete D'artagnan Romances, hardbound in rich leather and 
annotated with historical reference points, detailed character profiles with accurate
portraits, and commentary from the main characters.

100 cp – Cardinal's pardon: A blanket pardon granted to the bearer for all actions, 
good for use once per story arc

100 cp – traveling pavilion (free for courtiers): a wagon carrying several poles, 
large sheets of canvas, three chests of furnishings, and a camp bed large enough to 
sleep three. You might have to leave the city, but never civilization.

100 cp – Church/Manor house (discount clergy & courtier): a church with attached
offices or private home near the palace, suitable for meeting people you don’t want
to be seen with at court, semi-luxurious in accord with your ranking

200 cp – Your ship has come in (discount for courtiers and drop-in): Once every 
three years or so, a fully loaded trading vessel will arrive after a successful 
merchant voyage. Selling the contents will bring in enough money to live 
comfortably for approximately three and a half years as well as restock the ship to 
sail out again. Multiple purchases can either increase the frequency of a ship 
arriving or have more ships arrive at once. In future jumps the ship will adapt to a 
setting appropriate vessel (container ship, trader’s caravan, interstellar freighter) as
long as there is somewhere to go and trade.



Drawbacks: take no more than 600 cp

+100 – can't keep servants : no servant will stay with your character for longer 
than three months, and they never actually learn how you like things in that time.  
If you are a servant, your masters will keep dying, being thrown in jail, etc. and 
you have to keep finding a new placement.

+100 – disfavor of the King : although not actively hostile to you, the King just 
doesn't like your face. Expect to be snubbed at court, miss out on promotions, and 
have all your schemes made more difficult.

+100 – enemy of the Musketeers : the musketeers will react to you almost as badly
as Rochefort.  If you need discretion, they will appear to challenge you to a duel, if
you must move quickly your way will be blocked, and your plans will have to 
account for them always showing up when it would be most inconvenient.

+200 – Milady de Winter : you either have something she wants, or have snubbed 
her at some point.  Whatever allies you gain will be turned against you, rumors 
will dog your footsteps, and before the end of the jump if you have not made peace
with her, she will attempt to kill you or someone you love.

+300 – Rage of Richelieu : A combination of attacks from the Cardinal's Guard, 
manipulations of anyone you deal with to make your life more difficult, and a 
persistent discrediting of your character at court, and none of it directly traceable 
to Richelieu.

+300 – Clock-punk Ninja Nonsense : Although you still enter the setting with 
historically (movie) accurate tech and abilities, opposing forces will be able to pull
technology and physics violations from the 2011 movie.  Expect to see airships, 
deathtraps, and blatant cheating from your enemies.



After ten years here, the choice is presented –

Stay in this world and continue a life of intrigue and drama?

Return to the world of your birth?

Find new adventures to challenge you in some other world?


